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A Generalization of the Farkas Lemma and Applications to 
Convex Programming 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
The role of the Farkas lemma in linear programming is we11 known. The 
constraint qualification in nonlinear programming problems permits the use of 
the Farkas lemma to establish necessary conditions of the Kuhn-Tucker type. By 
replacing the linear functional with a continuous sublinear functional one obtains 
our generalization. This allows us to establish some necessary and sufficient 
conditions and duality results for con\-es programming. taking into account that 
the directional derivative of a comes function at a continuity point is a sublinear 
functional. \5’e mention that our duality results for homogeneous programming 
are more general than that of Levine and Pomerol [IO], and allow us to restate 
the duality results for linear programming obtained hy Fan [6] and Schechter 
u31. 
Throughout the paper we use the following notations. S and I‘ denote real 
separated locally comex linear spaces and A-*, 1.” denote their duals. X and 
.I-* (1. and I-*) are also endowed with the topologies induced by the natural 
pairing (A-, .U*) ((I-, I-“)). Ifs E .V and .vI E .\-” then (s, A*.) denotes s*(s). If 
.I1 C A-, then int ‘11, cl “If, co J1. Co .I1 denote the interior, the closure, the con- 
vex hull, and the closed conves hull of .II, respectivelv. The cones con- 
sidered have their vertex at the origin of the space. The polar of the nonemptj 
set ,I1 C .Y is .\Z” = is* E .X-‘: (x, s”) :. - 1 fur all x E .I/) and the bipolar of ,lf 
is the set ;lf’Ia = {.x E S: (x, xc) :? - I for all s* E .W). It is known that J1m = 
G(J1 U (0)) and for every neighborhood 11. of the origin the polar Hro is w*- 
compact. If K is a cone then KO = (x* E .Y’: (s. .T*) 1; 0 for all s E K) and K0 
is a cone too. A convex cone KC X induces a partial ordering in S given by 
.v GKy if and only ify - x E K. Since there is no danger of confusion we denote 
GK simply <. If Al and N are subsets of S then ,I2 ~ S = [s -- J: x E A1Z and 
1’ E AT and M rr’ N = {x E S: x E JI and s $ S!. R denotes the reals and R, 
denotes the nonnegative reals. 
Let now f: X-t (-co, +a] be a lower semicontinuous (I.s.c.) convex 
function not identically I~ 10. The donrain of f is the set domf = (x E .Y: 
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j(v) - + ,mj, the subd&wtttiul ofj at .v,~ c domf‘ is the set <f(s,,) = 1.v * E .Y*: 
(v - SO) s “) + f(so) f(.\) for all .v F -VI; if .\ ,, f domf then y(q,) = :. (the 
empty set). <f(s,) C .\-,v is J clowd cunws set and iff is continuous at s,) then 
y(.v(,) is nonempty and :L’ + -compact. The tfirectiotral derimtke off at .v,~ F dumf 
is the function I”(.~,,; .): .I--- [- 7., -L x.1 defined b\- 
.!‘(a,,; .I I :- pm(.fcs,, + f.1) -j(.\,l) f. f.l.1) 
If x0 E domf is a continuit!- point for f‘ then ./“I, v,,: ‘1 is a continuous sublinear 
functional with finite \-aluea. qi(s,,) = <i’( v,,; 0) 2nd 
If 1. is a continuous sublinex t’unctional then 
(1.3) 
Throughout this section we consider PC S and 0 C I*such that P = PO0 ;Ind 
Q = Qoo, respectiveI!,. -1: .I- - I‘ a continuous IineJr operator, -4’“: 1” + S” 
its adjoint, .f: .l’+ R a continuous sublinear functional. s,, E S, and J’,, E 1.. 
(.4> P. Q, s u , .vo) is assumed to sat&f\- the folloGy condition: 
(A) The set((r - (.I,, , v’) - (JV(, . >‘*I. .4’:~** -; \ ‘): r E Rd. x’ E PO. 
1.’ E 0”) is closed. 
u hich is referred to 11s the hetlttess cotrditiwr. 
LEnlnrA 1. zj .v c I- tltett ~.-l-‘(co(.s u :u;.))l” :: d.4 ‘SO). 
Proof. Let 1” E .Y”; for all v ; .4-‘(cO(.\ U :Oi)! \vr have 
so that .4*~#” E (.4-1(,G(.5’ u $;)))I). Thus cl(.4”.S”) C (.P(O(.S u {,Oj)))“. Nou 
let s” $ cl(.-I”.SO); then thtw t.Gsts .vI e .\- and (1 c R such that 
Since 0 E SO it follows that Y 0. \\-e ma\- suppose that ,I = - I. Thus WC have 
that (.4x1 . J’ ‘) ~ 1 f-, I’ J 11 \’ ’ 5 Ir”’ . 3 $4J that .4s, ,! 5’O” = E(.y U {o:). or 
quivalentl! .sl c .4-l(cO(S 1~ ;b[j). Since (1, . s,:) . . -1 it follows that 
vi $ (.P(cO(S u :O! )I)” u hich ends the proof. 
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THEOREhI 1. The fo/!owing statements are equi.?a/ent: 
-4s E Q implies f(s) - I * (2.1) 
there exists w” E <f(O) such that ‘u.’ ’ e cq.4 “Q”). (,2.2) 
Proof. Suppose that (2.1) holds and c/(O) n cl(.4 ‘0”) = .I;. Since f’ is 
continuous y(O) is w*-compact. Thus. I-ia a separation theorem, there are 
s, E .V and II E R such that 
Since 0 E Q” it follows that a .: 0. \\‘e may assume that a = - I. From (2.3) and 
(1.3) we obtain 
j(.vlj c. --I ..: inf (.4s, ,JS*). 
y ‘iQ” 
These inequalities show that .4.1 1 E 0”” = Q and f(.v,j . . . - 1 which contradict 
(2. I). 
Suppose now that (2.2) holds and let ~(7 ’ E <f(O) r\ cl(.4 “Q”). From Lemma 1 
we ha1.e that xl* E (.4-IQ)‘). Let be s E S such that .4x E Q: then .x E -4-9, so 
that 
j(s) (x, :c*) .. --I, 
i.e., (2.1) holds. 
Remark I. Theorem I gives a condition for asynptotic solvability of the 
equation .4 +-v* E <f(O) with -Y’: E Qn. 
COROLLARY I. If .-1 *Q” is closed, then 
.4x E Q implies .1‘(x) 4 - I, 
if anlf o+ if 
there exists y’+ e Q0 and xl* E y(O) such that w”’ = -4,*-y*:. 
Proof It is an immediate consequence of Theorem I. 
(2.4) 
(2.5j 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that at least one ?f P anti Q is a cone, (\: E R, and co,,- 
ciition (.A) hollfs. Then 
/PER+. -/3x,, + s E P, -,3J,, + .4x c Q impljv f(x) - pa ;2 -I, 
(2.6) 
if’ and o+ if 
there exist sx E prl , J’* EQ”, TL”+ e c-f(O) sucI2 that 
-4 v,‘* + .y * = i’p ’ and b.0 1 .\.I) + (y. ) J”) .:. ,a. 
(2.7) 
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Proof Consider the operator T: R x S-+ R x A’ x 1’ given b) 
T(p, x) = (p, -pso + s, --p~‘o + .-lx). 
It is obvious that T is a continuous linear operator. Let Q = R, x P x Q; 0 is 
closed and comes, (0, 0,O) ~8, and, since at least one of P and Q is a cone, it 
immediately follows that p” = R, A PO x Q’). It is not diflicult to prove that 
the adjoint operator of T is T*: R ,; A-” ,I, 1.‘. -+ R >: .I-” given b\ 
T*(T. xc ) )I*) = (T - (so ) x”) - (y,, .-P), J”y” + x”). 
By assumption (A), T”@ = ((7 - (x0, s*) - (yo, J’), -J*y* -b xc): T c R, , 
s” E PO,?‘* EQO) is closed. Now let f: R :\ .L-+ R be given by j(p, x) = 
f(x) - p’~. It is obvious thatJis sublinear, continuous, and ?](O, 0) = {(-a. IO*): 
w” t Y(O);. Implication (2.6) rewrites as 
T(p, x) t Q implies j(p, s) ;s - I. (1.6’) 
Since TX&O is closed, Corollary 1 applies, so that (2.6’) is equivalent to 
i.e., 
there is (7, x”, y”) E@, w* E y(O) such that 
T*( 7, xi’. y:*) = (-a. PC*), 
(2.8) 
there esist TER+, s” i P”, \” c p, PC’+ E y(0) such that 
--I*!” + x* = PC’ and -(x0 ) s “) + ( ?‘” , Jf*) = a + 7, (3.9) 
which is obi-iously equivalent to (2.7). 
LEMMA 2. Let PC S and Q C 1. be comes sets, x0 E .I- and ~9~ E I’. If there 
exist 6 > 0 and in A- such that -fl.v” + fc P and -fiyo + .4f;Q, then 
/3 > 0, -/3.x0 + s E P, +vo + .-l.K E Q imp!rl f(X) - ja >: -I, 
(2.10) 
if and only if 
13 > 0, --/3x0 + .K e P, +J, + A E Q ivnplj* f(s) - /3a > - 1. 
(2.1 I) 
Proof. Obviously (2.10) implies (2.11). For proving (2.11) =. (2.10) we must 
only show that under our conditions X’E P and .-Is EQ imply J(s) > -I. Let 
s E P and .-Ix E Q; then for all h E (0, I) 
(1 - A) s + #\( -@,r + .v) E P and (1 - A) .-I .s + A( -,$,, +- .1.c) E Q, 
i.e., 
-A/ho + (( 1 - A) s + ,tq E P, --A/&~ + A(( I - A) s -t kc) E Q, 
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which implies, by (2.11), 
f((l -h)rfhv)-Aflora- for all A E (0, I). 
Letting A tend to 0, by ‘the continuity of f, the above inequality implies 
f(s) :z - 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let P and 0 be cones and suppose there exists .C E S such that 
s c; jco and .-1.\; > v0 , and (X) holds. Then 
there exist x* 3 0, -v* ;2 0, ZL’* E g(o) such that 
.;1*y* + .y* = zl* and (x0, x*) + (yo ,4’*) >, a. 
(2.13) 
Proof. Let T and f be as in the proof of Theorem 2. It is sufficient to show 
that under our conditions (2.12) is equivalent to 
T(p, x) E R, x P x Q implies f(p, x) ;S - I, (2.14) 
since, according to Theorem 2, (2.14) and (2.13) are equivalent. The assumption 
of Lemma 2 holds with fl = I and .v, so that (2.14) is equivalent to 
imply f(/?,X) > --I. 
(2.15) 
Since P and Q are cones (2.15) is equivalent to 
imply j@, w) -, 0. 
(2.16) 
Taking /kI = 1 in (2.16) we obtain (2.12). Suppose that (2.12) holds; if ,3 ;, 0, 
-pxo + .r > 0, -/3y0 + .-lx 2 0 then (l//3) .r 3 x0 and .+I(( l/p) x) >, y0 , SO 
that f(( l//3) X) 3 a, or f(p, s) > 0. Thus (2.12) is equivalent to (2.16), as 
claimed. 
C'OROLLART 2. Let A- be a real Hilbert space, B: X--+ S a continuous self- 
adjoint nonnegative dejinite operator such that the range R(B) of B is closed, and 
s* E S. Ij .I *QO is closed then 
.4x > 0 implies (s, s,;) + (x, Bx)“” > 0. (2.17) 
;/ and on& if 
there exist v* _ :z: 0 and w E S such that 
(~1, Bnc) < 1 and .-I *J* = .Y: + Bw. 
(2.18) 
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Proof. This corollary is an immediate cnnsequence of Theorem 3 and of 
the following. 
The latter is nothing else but Schwartz’ inequality, \vhich holds in this case. Thus 
g is sublinear. Since B is continuous, so is g. 
Let he now u” = Bw with (nc, Brc) -.I I. Then, from Schlvratz inequality, 
(s, u”) = (.\. Bay) ‘;. (.v, B.v)‘*” (.ic, Bzv)‘,” c (.v, Bs)’ ” = ,g(.v) for all .\ 5 .I-, 
so that 3 E ijg(0). 
(i) Suppose R(B) is closed. Then .I- = R(B) +- ;T(B), where A\:(B) = 
(,w E .I-: Brc = O] is the null space of B. Let 2 = Bnc + tl E ;Is(O) \\-ith Bo, = 0. 
Then 
(x. 2) = (x, Brc + “n,) I (.\, Bs)’ 3 for all s E S. (2.19) 
Taking .Y = :I in (2.19) \ve obtain 
(c, , Brc + 2,) = /I z1 112 c.:. (2, , Ba,)’ 2 zzz 0, 
so that I, = 0. Taking now .v = IC in (2.19) we obtain (w, Bw) ..< (719, Brc)’ 2 
which implies (x. Bw) ‘- : I. Hence *g(O) = {B711: (7~. Bw) ,_: I I. 
(ii) If R(B) is not closed then .\’ = cl R(B) + .2’(B). By a similar method 
to that in the proof of part (i) we obtain that is(O) C cl R( Bj and ?g(O) n R(B) == 
(Bw: (.w, Brc) ss; 11. Let ql $ cl(Bw: (u,. Bw) -g 1). Since cl{Bnc: (w, B7c) :: Ii 
is closed and conws, there exist z1 E .Y and A E R such that 
(w. BP4 c 1 implies (cl , Brc) c-. I. (2.20) 
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Suppose that (q , Bnl) = p ,:, I ; then (p-l %I , @p-l ‘zlj) = 1, which implies, 
by (,.20), that (0, , B(p-I,%,)) = pl ‘a < 1, contradicting p 3:’ 1. IVe have 
obtained (unl , q,) ;.- (q , Bz~) which shows that v”” $ iig(0). Thus ~Bal: 
(2~1, Bnc) ,.A I) C +(O) C cl[:Bzcl: (w, Bw) ::; I), so that (ii) holds. 
Remark 2. In the finite-dimensional case with Q = R+* (the positive 
orthant of R” space). CYorotlar! 2 was obtained by Eisenberg (see [I]]). 
Remark 3. Results of the Farkas lemma type in which -/’ is not linear were 
obtained by Levine and Pomerot [10], but our results are mnrc general. 
Remark 4. \\‘hen j is linear. from Theorem 2 one can state Theorems 2 and 
3 of Fan [6]. 
Remark 5. Hurwicz in [8] 1 a so makes use of assumption (.A) to establish 
the generalization of the Farkas lemma in locally convt=s spaces. 
3. DUALITY FOR HOhIOGENEOW PROGR4hlhIIN~ 
.I-. I-. P. 0. .J.f, s,, , .I’,, are as in the preceding section. C’unsider the following 
problems: 
(P,) RIinimize (.f(sj + I) $ 
subject to 
(D,) maximize (.I ,, 1 .v*) + (y,, I J*j 
subiect to 
.\ * c PO. J’* E 9’. w* E Y(O), .-I *-I,* + .\.’ = Cl”. 
The pair (/3, x) for which /3 :-, 0, -/I~,, + s t P. -&;, + .A F Q is said to 
be an admissible solution (feasible) for (P,). An admissible solution which mini- 
mizes (P,) is named an optimal solution. .Jnalogously for the third form (s”. 
1’ * . w:* ) . 
THEOREhl 4. If at least one of P and Q is a cone and (.A) kolds, then for pro- 
blems (P,) and (D,) wr Itaz~e one and onl~v one of tlrefollowing situations: 
(i) (P,) and (D1) are feasible. In this case (D1) has optimal solutions, and 
the E’alues of tke above problems are equal. 
(ii) Ou!\~ one of problems (P,) and (D,) is feasibl. In this case the feasilbe 
problem is unbounded. 
(iii) .Veither of problems (PI) JOY (D1) is feasible. 
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Proof. It is obvious that one and only one of the three situations can take 
place. 
(i) (Pi) and (Di) are feasible. Let (6, x) b e an admissible solution for (P,) 
and (x*, !I*, w*) an admissible solution for (D,). i\‘e have 
(f(x) + I)//3 .“: ((x, w*) + I)//3 
= ((x. .-l*jm* + x”) + I)//3 
= ((x, s*) + (.dx,J*) + I)#? 
= (( +.I.,, + s. .I.*) + (-py,, + --Ix, ?*) + 1)/B + (.Q 1 XT) + (yo , ?‘*). 
Since at least one of P and Q is a cone, it follows that 
(f(x) + I)/8 > (x0 1 .r*) + (3’0 ,y*). (3.1) 
Let M, = inf{(f (x) + l)//3: t3 > 0, -/3x0 + .r E P, -PJ,, + .-lx E Q} and :V, = 
sup{(xs, x*) + (?‘s ,?‘*): s* E po,y Ep, w* E ?f(O), --I*!* + x* = w*}; (3.1) 
says that JZ, > ,V, From the definition of :I[, we have 
B >o, -/3x” + XE P, 
--/$yo + .-Ix E Q imply (f(s) + I)@ > MI , 
or equivalently, 
B >o, -/3x0 + x E P, 
-fly, + .4x E Q imply f(x) - /9M, > -I. 
Because (Pt) is feasible, according to Lemma 2, the above implication is equi- 
valent to 
p 3 0, +x0 + x E P, 
-j$lo + .4x EQ imply f(x) - /l:ll, r> -I. 
According to Theorem 2, the above implication is equivalent to 
there exist .Yu* E PO, y; E Q”, wo” E y(0) such that 
A*$ + x0” = w; and (.ql ,.a + (yo , y:, 2 Jl, . 
(3.2) 
From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that (x0*, JO*, w,*) is an optimal solution for (D,) 
and the values of problems (Pi) and (Di) are equal, as claimed. 
(ii) Suppose first that (P,) is feasible and (DJ is not. Consider again M, 
definite above; then M, E [--co, +a). If M, > -co, by the same kind of 
argument as in (i), it follows that (3.2) h o s which contradicts the assumption Id.,
made upon (Dr). Thus i1Zi = --oo. 
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Suppose now that (Dr) is feasible and (PJ is not. Since (P,) does not have 
admissible solutions we have that 
is equivalent to 
B =o, x E P, .-lx E Q. 
The above equivalence shows that 
B 30, +3x0 + x E P, -py, + .4x E Q imply f(x) 3 --I (3.3) 
is equivalent to 
P 20, -/3x0 + x E P, +vo + Ax E Q imply f(x) - PC4 2 -I 
(3.4) 
for every cy E R. Let (x,*, yt, m,*) be an admissible solution of (Dr). According to 
Theorem 2 we have that 
B 20, -+x0 + x E P, -flFo + .-lx E Q 
imply (35) 
f(4 - B((xo v .$, + (yo ,yo”)) 3 -1. 
Taking into account the equivalence of (3.3) and (3.4), from (3.5) we have that 
(3.4) holds for every 01 E R. Applying once again Theorem 2 for each LY E R there 
exist x* E PO, y* E Q”, EL’* E 2J(O) such that -+I*JJ* + x* = W* and (.x0 , x*) + 
(Jo 9 4’*) 3 ol. This shows that Ma = foe, as claimed. 
Now let P and Q be cones and consider the following problems: 
(PJ RIinimize f(x) 
subject to 
s 3 so , .-2x 2 ?‘” ) 
(Da) maximize (x0 , x*) + (y. , ?I*) 
subject to 
x* 3 0, y* > 0, w* E 2f(O), *II*!* + x* = w*. 
THEOREM 5. If (A) is satisfied, then the same conclusions as in Theorem 4 
hold. 
Proof. We also consider the problems (PI) and (4). Note that if x is an 
admissible solution for (Pa) then (1, x) is admissible for (PI); if (/I, x) is admis- 
sible for (P,) then B-lx is admissible for (Pa), since P and Q are cones. Thus it is 
sufficient to sho\r that if (PI) and (P,j haw solutions then they have the same 
\,alues. Thervforc. suppose that (P,) and (P,) are feasible and let 
.lI == inf;(j(.i) i- I):/!: $ (I, -jh,, + .\’ ‘G P. -p,, + .4x E p, (3.5) 
.O = inf;.[( vi: \ .\‘,, .4s ’ .“,I,. (3.6) 
If (I;. A) is an admissible solution for (P,) then pm’.\ is admissible for (P.,). so that 
j’(j3FL.v) Ji. Since 1‘ is homogeneous, it follows that (f(x) -C l):‘/j 1. .li. so 
that .l/ :\I. Let .v be an admissible solution for (P,). Since P and Q are cones, 
it follows that ($ Es) is admissible for (P,) for all /3 ..., 0. From (3.5) it follo~vs 
that (f(fi.v) + I) /3 .I! for all ,ti 0, or J’(x) + t /@ ::‘. .I/ for all $ 0. Thus 
.i(x) . . .II. \\ hich. together with (3.6), shows that ,‘l‘i : .II. Therefore .II = .I]. 
as claimed. 
( P3) AIinimize ( v. x,r ) 
iubiect to 
.\ E P, (s- .I.;“) = I, 
VA) niasiniize I 
suhirct to 
1 E R. , .\‘,I - q* E P”. 
Proof. 11.e consider the follo\viny two cases: (a) sf +E -PI’ and (b) .v: E -PO. 
(a) 1 i $ -PI’. In order to appl\- Theorem 5 consider 1. = R, -4 = .vj. 
f : .s;, and 0 = :O; (C R. It is eas!- to see that .4* is gi\-en b!- .4*,x = as:. so 
that condition 1.4) rrwitcs as 
the set:(T - .\, s~.vr t s’j: T E R, , II E R, Y’ t P”; is closed, (3.7) 
or equi\-alentIl 
R+ P” - ;A( I, -x,*): ,I E R: is closed. (3.8) 
Since .v: $ -P” it follows that R, x P” n :x(1, -v:): cx E R) = ((0, 0):. 
Because ;,(I. -.vF): a E Ri is locally compact, applyin,? Theorem I2 from 
Section 6, it follows that (3.8) holds. It is straightforward to see that (DJ is the 
corresponding dual for problem (P3). Therefore Theorem 5 holds in this case. 
\Ve remark that (P,j is feasible. 
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(h) It is obvious that (PJ is not feasible in this case. Suppose that (DJ 
has admissible solutions and let (2,) he one of them. If ,x _:. ,x0 , then ,Y - A,, 3~ 0, 
so that (a - a,,) (-s:) E P” or (a,, - A) s: E P O. Since A,~ is an admissible 
solution for ( DD), we have vu” - #x,,sf E P’!. which together with (‘I,) - a) xi E P”. 
and PO cone, implies .xi - .x\f e P”. Hence 1 is an admissible solution for (D:,‘). 
such that (DJ is unbounded. which show that Thenrcm 5 holds in this case 
too. 
Now we shall trj- to obtain, \-ia Theorem 5, a dualit!- result stated in [IO]. 
Let PC .I- and 0 C I* be convex cones, II’ a con\-es neighborhood of the origin 
0 E I-. -4: .I-- I- a continuous linear operator. and .v,: - .I-“, 11,~ the RIinkowki 
functional associated to II’. C’onsider the problems: 
(P,) RIinimize /Lo,. - (s. .x1;) 
subject to 
s t P. .4s - j’ E 17 - g, 
(D,) masimize (-0, ~9”) 
subject to 
COROLL.~RY 4. For the abwe problems Theorettt 5 l~olris. 
Aoqf. First observe that 
((s, y) E .i- ‘Y I.: .4x - J’ t a - cl 0, .v E cl PI 
C cl((s, F) E .V .: I-: .4x - ~9 E a - Q, .s E Pi. 
(3.9) 
Indeed. let (x. F) E .I- ‘, I7 he such that .4x - .\’ G 11 - cIQ. .v E cl P, i.e., 
s E cl P and a + 1’ - .4x E clQ. It fnllo\vs that there exist :si),+, C P and 
[z,}~~, C 0 two nits such that xi + .v and 3. +a+ Is- -4.1. Let .\n, = 
Z~ - 17 + .4s, . It is obvious that s, E P. .4.v, - ~8; E (I - Q.-and s, - s. -\‘, - ?‘, 
so that (x, jv) E cl((x, F) E ,Y \. I’: s G P. A.1 - J’ E a - 0; as claimed. According 
to (3.9) and to the continuity of .I;; and j-1,,. prnhlem (PJ) has the same \-alue as 
the problem 
(Pi) RIinimize pw.(y) - (x, .I$) 
subject to 
s e cl P, .4x - J’ e a - cl 0. 
Consider now the operator T: S Y I. ---+ 1. given by T(s,~v) = j’ - .4x, the 
functional f : .I- x I’ - R given by -f(.v, -1~) = pM.(~) - (s, A$), and the cones 
P, = cl P -X I-, QI = cl Q. It is straightforward to establish that T*-y* = 
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(- -;1*y*, y*) for ally* E l’*. Note that 8pw,(0) = - W”. Indeed, since pw.( ~9) = 
inf{t > 0:~ E tCf’j, we have that 
\2’ith the above notations problem (Pi) writes as 
(Pi) minimize f(.v. y) 
subject to 
(x, .v) > 0, T(s,y) > --a. 
After some computation one obtains that the dual of (Pi) is (D,). If we show that 
condition (A) is satisfied then Theorem 5 holds for problems (P,) and (D,). 
Condition (.4) becomes 
{(T + (a, y*), --4*y* + s*, J*): T E R, , s* E PO, J* E Ql is closed. (3.10) 
Let ((TV + (a, y;), --.-1*-v: + XT, J:)}~,, be a net with elements of the above 
set converging to (a, u*, JV*) E R x .Y* Y 1.“. It follows that JP~ +)I* E Q”, 
T~-~:--(u,J*)=TER+, sf-+u*+.-l*y*~P~, so that ((u,u*~J**)= 
(T + (a,?*), -.4*-v* + (-4*&v* + u*),y*) E {(T + (a,!*), -.4*y + .Y*‘. jv*): 
7 E R, , x* E PO,!* EP}. Thus (3.10) holds, as claimed. 
Remark 6. From Theorems 4 and 5 one can state Fan’s [ 161 Theorems 4 and 
6 and 5 and 7, respectively. 
Remark 7. It is known that a complex topological linear space S may be 
considered as a real space. and .U,* = {Re x*: s* E ,I-:). Taking into account 
this fact, all the results stated until now remain true if we consider S a complex 
locally convex linear space and if we replace the linear functionals by their 
real parts. 
4. CONVEX Pnoon,4nrhrrNc WITH LINEAR C'ONSTMINTS 
\I’e consider now f : S + ( - X, !Xs] a I.s.c. proper (domf + z,) convex 
function. Iffis continuous at 5 E domf then ?j(.~) is nonempty and @-compact, 
f’(f, .) is continuous and bf(~) = ef’(.?, 0). 
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LEntnIl\ 3. Let ff E dom f be a point of continuity for f and K C S a nonempt) 
convex set. 2 is an optimal solution of the problem 
minimize f(x) 
subject o s E K, (4.1) 
if and only if T E K and there exists w+ E ?f (s) such that w* E (S(K, .v) - .\:)“, 
where 
S(K, -F) = cl(s + h(.v - .v): x E K, A E R,;. (4.2) 
Proof. .? is an optimal solution for (4.1) if and only if .VG is= and’f (.v) > f (.v) 
for all .r E K. It is easy to show that this one is equivalent to 
f ‘(.q x) 3 0 for all .r E S(K. .V) - S. (4.3) 
Taking P = S(K. .v) - f and .4 = 0, from Theorem 3 it follows that (4.3) is 
equivalent to 
there exists m* E if ‘(9, 0) = ilf (‘F) such that w* E (S(K, .q - qo. 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
Now let P C X, Q C Y be closed convex cones and .-I: S - Y be a continuous 
linear operator. Consider the following problem. 
(P) minimize f(x) 
subject to 
.r 3 X” , .4x 3 -so . 
THEOREM 6. Let assumption (A) be satisfied and YE dom f be a point of 
continuity for f. Then f is optimal for (P) if and only ;f .T is feasible, and exist 
w* E af(.q, x* > 0, ?‘* ?s 0 such that -I*\!* + s* = w1 - a and (x0, .v*) + 
(y. ) y*) = (Y, z&t*). 
Proof. Let K = {s: x 2 4, .4x 3 ys],. \Ve have 
(S(K, a) - .?)O = {xx: (s, s*) > 0 for all x E S(K, JT) - JC) 
= {x*: (A(.~ - JT), x*) 3 0 for all x E K, A E R,} 
= (x*: (x - 3, x*) 3 0 for all x > x0, .4x 3 yo} 
= {x*: (x, x*) > 0 for all .r E .,\: s + .F -> .ru , =I(.r + .F) 3 yo}. 
Hence 
(S(K, F) - .V)O = {x*: (x, x*) > 0 for all x ,) .ro - 3, .4x -3 y. - ~&J. (4.4) 
Since the set ((7 - (.ro , x*) - (y. , y*), .A*y* + x*): T E R, , x* > O,y* > 0} 
is closed, it follows that the set 
{(T - (x0 - T, x*) - (?‘. - .4x, y*), -4*y* + .I.*): T E R, , .Y* ;S 0, y* 2 0} 
is closed. 
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Applying Theorem 3. whose conditions are satisfied. we have that 
\’ s,, - .\;. 
is equivalent to 
-4s .\‘,, - . 4c implj (x. .T”) ” 0 
thwz esist .\ h 0, .\’ + 0 such that 
.4 ,r \’ * I .y x _ ,\ t and (s,, - .i. .v’) + (J,,, ~ .4.\:. \‘h) . : 0, 
or rquivalentl!-. 
(4.4) and (4.5) g5.c 
NIIW applyinK Lemma 3 I\C obtain the conclusion of the theorem. 
L~mra 4. Lrt j: .I- --, R br n continuous sublinear ~futrctional. Then .for all 
.\: .I-. Cf(.\‘) = :st: .\ c E cf(0). (.C. s”) =,f(.C)l. 
Proof. s’ e f’/‘(.C) if dnd (ml\- if 
I’.\ - i. \‘) j(s) - f(\:) for all s E .I-. (4.6) 
Replacinp .v by .v + .\ in (4.6) cnw obtains 
(x. x*) f( \’ + .\‘) ~ f(i) I. f(x) +-f(F) -f(Y) =.f(.$ 
so that s* 5 <t’(O). 
Taking no\\ A ~~ 0 and .i = 2.~. respecti\,el!-, in (1.6) one obtains 
t’(Y) (.i. .\‘*) f(T). 
Thus c/‘(s) C js* : .\ t G <f(()), (S, xv) =j(.F):. C’on\-ersel!-, let .\ * C <f(O) he 
such that (.\:. s*‘) = f(.ij. Then for each s E .I- we haw 
(.\ - \‘, ,s”) = t.v. .x”) - (.\-. u*) = (s. si) -,f(.T) ‘.. .f(.\) -,f(.C). 
r\s a simple consequence of Theorem 6 and Lemma 4 we have. 
COROLLARY 5. !r’ 1‘ is u continuous suhlinrmr functional and (.I) is satisfied, 
then s is an optimnl solution for problem (P) q and on/~* lf .\’ 3 .v,, 1 -4.~ ... J*(, , 
rind there exist zcx E rf(O), v* _I. 0. J’* -. 0 such that .4’*\** + .v’ = TO* md 
(x0 ~ .I.*) + (JV,, . y*) =,f(.T). 
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COROLLARY 6. Let S be a normed linear space and PC .\- be a closed convex 
cone. s E P is an element of best approximation for Y,, E S z P by elements of P, 
if’ and only if there exists A” E PO. 11 s” 11 = 1 such that -(x,, 1 s”) = 11 S - .vOjl . 
Proof. \\‘e have the problem infJ,, 11 s - s,, 11 , or equivalently inf,,,-,O 11 u” /j . 
5 is an optimal solution for the latter. according to C’orollarv 5, if and only if 
2 = .C - s,, . .\: E P, and there csists s* .. 0 with 11 xx I/ : 1 such that (-.x1, ~ A “) 
= jl .V - .v,, I/ . Let now s” E .Y* be such that x+’ 0, 11 .s v 1; I and, (-x0, .\‘y 
= /I .\: - s,) 11 . Since .C E P and s’ E P”, w have 
/I .\: - s,, I/ = (-x0 ( .\’ “) 
= (.r - s,, . .\ “) - (.v. s’) -.; 11 .\; - s,, 11 (I s” (I - (s. s’.) ., 11 .I- - so 11 , 
which imply jl .Y* // = I, (.T, s”) = 0, and (.V - x0, s’) = 11 .T - .sO I( . \\‘e ha1.e 
used the well-known result that the subdifferential of the norm at the origin is 
the unit ball in .I-“. 
Note that when P is a closed linear subspace, Corollary 6 represents the well- 
known characterization of best approsimations by elements of linear subspaces. 
Now consider the problem 
(4 masimize 
f(s) - (x, 7tl* j + (s,, , s *) + ( ?‘I! . j’ + j
subject to 
.v* ;;.: 0, \’ + II. 0 -A 1 w+ E y(s) such that .4fj,’ + s’ = w*, 
wheref, -4, P, and Q are the same as at the be,ginning of this section. \Ve discuss 
(D) as the dual of (P). 
THEOREM 7. inf(P) :;: sup(D), w?clrere inf(P) and sup(D) n/e the zsalues of 
problems (P) and (D), respecthely. 
Prooj. Let YE .Y be an admissible solution for (P) and (x, s+, J ‘, TC*) an 
admissible one for (D). Since rv4 E cf(s), we have 
THEOREM 8. Let (a) be satisfied and suppose that .PE domf is a point of 
continuity for f. If S is an optimal solution for (P) then flrere exist S* E S” V’” E I-*, 
ST;” E .V’* such that (.F, .Y, y*, 7~~) is optimal for (D) and inf(P) = sup(b). 
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Proof. If .V is optimal for problem (P), then, according to Theorem 6, there 
exist zT* E y(X), .V* ;‘: 0. J’” ;.-: 0 such that .-1*-i;+ + S* = ZT* and 
(v,, . .C’) + (J’” .Y”) z= (s, rP). (4.7) 
These show that (1~. .C ’ , y *, .r~~) is an admissible solution of problem (D). From 
(4.7) we have 
f(f) - (.iy z “) + (x0 ) a*) + (I’() , s*) I= f(i). 
which together with Theorem 7 shows that (.\-, s”. -V’. .s*) is an optimal solu- 
tion for (D) and inf(P) =: sup(D). 
Now let 
(i) S, Q’, i = 1. 2 ,..., I’. be complex Hermitian matrices of order m, 
nonnegative definite. 
(ii) --I be a complex matrix of order nz x II, 
0 liii) 
n: and /3 real wctors of dimensions N and WI respectively such that 
,< ayi5; n/2, 0 5.. $; 5. 7fi2, i = 1, 2 . . . . . n; j = 1, 2 ,..., m 
Consider the problems 
I\Iininiize 
subject to 
Maximize 
subject to 
Re(h, a) - $(u, Su) 
(4.9) 
I ( 
r 
a rg --.-I *.i: + x Qvct + Su + a )I 
.: 762 - 8. 
i=l 
Note that in this case condition (A) holds since the respective cone is poly- 
hedral. 
COROLLARY 7. For problem (4.8) and (4.9) Tkeoretm 7 and 8 hold. 
Remark 8. This result was obtained by Rani and Kaul [IL] and generalizes 
many results relative to comples programming. 
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5. CONVEX PRocxurnrrNc WITH CONYES C~NSTR~\INTS 
Throughout this section we give a characterization of optimal solutions for a 
conves programming problem with convex constraints. First we give some results 
we need in the sequel. .1- is a locally conves linear space andf: .\‘+ (- .x:‘, +,x8] 
is a proper conver function. 
DEFINITION 1. f is Lipschitz at x E domf if there esist a neighborhood Iv 
of the origin 0 e S and a continuous seminorm p: .X7-- R, such that 
I f(x) - f(~)l 5.; p(x - J) for all x, y E .V + 1.. 
\Ve see that iff is Lipschitz at s E domf, then/ is continuous at f. For convex 
functions the converse is also true. 
PROPOSITION 2. Le! f: S+ (-CC, +x8] be u proper comex function. If 
s E dom f is a point of continuity for f, then f is Lipschito at .T. 
Proof. \\‘ithout loss of generality w may suppose that s = 0 and f(0) = 0. 
From the continuity off at 0 it follows that there esists a closed conves and 
balanced neighborhood I- of the origin 0 E .\- such that 
1 f(.vjl 5; I for all s E I+. (5.1) 
The RIinkowski functional pi, associated to I- is a continuous seminorm and 
I - = {.I-: p&/(x) <; 1;. Consider II- = I/3 1.. \\‘e show that 
(a) if s, J’ E II: are such that pr.(~* - s) = 0 then f(y) = f(x); 
(b) if s, J E 11’ are such that pc.(y - x) + 0 then 1 f(y) - f(x)1 S. 
4P,(T - s). 
Let us show (a). Suppose x,-y E II’ and pv(y - x) = 0; then for all OL > I, 
pl.(a(y - x)) = 0, so that a(~* - s) E l/2 I’ = II’ for all a i>. I. For iy > I let 
z(a) = .f + a(?’ - s). (5.2) 
Since c~(y - w) E II’, it follows that U”(N) E II,’ + II’ = I- for all ti 2 I, so that 
] f (s(a))\ < I. From (5.2) we have that ~8 = J-* ~(a) + ( I - CS-i) s. Since f is 
conves and 0 < my-l ~1 I n-e have that 
or 
f(F) 5.; df(z(CL)) + (I - ~-‘)f‘(x) 
:..: a-’ + (I - a-1) f (“V) forallol > 1, 
fx(f(y) -f(x)) < I -f(x) 5; 2 for all 01 $ I, 
which implies f(J) -f(s) 5.; 0. Changing x and y we obtain the converse 
inequality, so that f (Fj =J’(s), 35 claimed. 
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(bj Suppose now that there mist s. J’E II’ such that p,.(>s - .vj = 0 and 
f(jv) -f(.\) .’ +I,(), - A). Let be a = (Jp,.(jv ~ .v))m’. \\‘e hake 
,l(,.f(1’) - t’(S)) .. (‘(P&l - .x))-’ lPr.(j’ - s) = 2. (5.3) 
Since .V,~IE I1.C Iv it follows that./(Jv) -J’(x) ‘. 2. so that (53j implies a: :-. 1. 
Let z = s + A(>! - x). 
p,.(unj = p,.(s + a(~! - x)) 5: p,.(s) + ,~p,.(j1 - .Y) 
‘1 f + (ZP,.(J - A))-‘p&l* - .\;I = I, 
so that u” E I, which implies 1 l.(z)1 : I. As in case (a) J’ = s:-‘z + (I - a-‘) s 
yields n(.f(~) - ./(x:1) ‘. 3 which contradicts (Sj. Thus for all s, J E II-, 
p,.( j’ - s) = 0 implies 1 f(JV) -j(.vjl ,_.’ 4jtI.(J - x). 
Taking p = -Ip, . from (a) and (b) the proposition follows. 
C’OROLLAR\- S. Ifj is c1 proper cortex futrctiorr, continuous nt .\; E domf‘ tflen 
f is Lipsclritz ut ci>erF point s t int(domf)j. 
Proof: It is known (see [5]) that it’]. is continuous at a point SE domf, 
then f is continuous cm int(don1.i). Then the assertion follows from the aho\-e 
proposition. 
Rettrnrk 9. \\‘htm .I- is a nornwd linear space this result was proved b! 
Halkin (see 171) and another pmof for this case follm 5 from the lOCal 
houndedness of monotmr operators on the interiors of their domains. 
\\‘r consider the locall!- con\‘es linear space 1. and the closed conws cones 
P c .I- and [, c 1.. 
DEFINITION 3. Let KC .I- be a nonempty conves Set and ,g: I; - 1. a 
ccmvs function (relatiw to the partial ordering @en bv 0). g is subdt@tm- . \ 
tiuble at .\: r li if there csists a continuous linear operator -4: .I- 4 I- such that 
.4(x - \) ,g(.\‘) - g(T) for all x E K. (5.4) 
The subd~flerentinl of g at .\;r, K, denoted hy ?g(.Q is the set of al1 continuous 
linear operators A: .I-+ I- satisfyirq (5.1). 
ZOUC [ 161 has qi\,en sonw conditions which assure the s~lhditferentiabilit!. 
of g. 
DEFINITION 3. 
_ . 
The C(JnWS function g: K - I- is re$zr at .\ t h it there 
esists .I F @(.\?j such that for r\-cry .\ 5 I\’ with the properties s + .i: : C and 
.-1x + g(C) 1.:. 0, there esists J/J: [0, I] - K which satisfies: (a) G(O) = .\:, 
@) G(t) 0 for all t F [O. I], (c),:($(t)) :z 0 for all t E [O. I], and (d) there exists 
.\ ‘... 0 such that \’ = Al)‘(O). 
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\Vhen g is differentiable this definition reduces to that of Hurwicz [8]. 
LEhlhLi 5. Let f: .\r+(-cc, +a] b e a conz’es function continuous at 
SE domfarrn Z: [0, l] + S-such that lim,,,, z(t) = 0. 7%~ 
lim(f(.C + ty + t,-(t)) -f(.C))lt =f’(.C*Jv). 
t-o+ 
(5.5) 
Proof. Let us first observe that under our conditions if CC (0, I) + (0, ,x1) is 
such that lim,-,+ ,1(t) = 0 then 
fl-n(f(~ + a(t) z(t)) -f (a)),.l(t) = 0. (5.6) 
Indeed, from Proposition 2 it follows that f is Lipschitz at .?, i.e., there exist a 
neighborhood I’of the origin and a continuous seminorm p: S-+ R, such that 
If (.Y) - f(y)1 :< p(.v - Jr) for all s, J E .C + I*. 
Since a(t) - 0 as t + Of, there esists S E (0, 1) such that a(t) z(t) E I’ for all 
t E (0,6). Thus 
l(f(.\: + a(t) z(t)) - f(r)):‘a(t)j :::. p(z(t)). 
From the continuity of p it follows that (5.6) holds. 
Now let 0 < t < S. \\‘e ha\-e 
f (s + tv) = f tf (.\: + SJ’ + s,(s)) + (,I - f) (,“C - & a(s));) 
5.1 ff(s + .y.\’ + EZ(S)) + (,I - ;,r (” - 2& +)) ) 
so that 
f (.v + ty) -.f(.v) 
t 
us: J‘(.v + SF + s3(s)) -f(T) 
s +! ., 
A)-’ (f f.T + & (--2(s))) -f(S)) . 
Letting t -+ Of, we obtain 
f ‘(Y, .\I) < (f(.v + sy + s=(s)) - f (q/s + f ‘(.v, -n(s)) for all s >> 0. 
Taking into account that f ‘(.v, .) is continuous, it follows that 
f“(.T, ~8) < liyi,“f(~j‘(.C + tv + t:(t)) -f(.\:)) ‘t. (5.7) 
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Taking once again 0 ( t < s. we have 
f@ + 4’ + W)) =f (I$ (.r + sy) + (1 - f) (I + -& 2(t))) 
so that 
f(Jc + tv + k(t)) -f(T) 
~ j-6 + S!i -.f@) 
s +( 
&)-I (f(.F + -&z(t)) -f(f)). 
Since linil,,+ st;(s - tj = 0 and liml_,+ a(t) = 0. the above inequality and (5.6) 
yield 
li?l_;Fp(f(i + TV + t,-(t)) -f(.V));t .+ (f‘(.r + s!j --f(.V))/s 
which implies 
Inequalities (5.7) and (5.8) say that (55) holds. 
NOK consider the problem 
w minimize f(xj 
subject to 
s ;: 0. g(xj < 0. 
where j: A- (-‘x8. +,*x8] is a proper I.s.c. conves function, C# 
conves set and ,y: K + I’ is convex relative to the cone Q. 
tor all 5 > 0, 
(5.8) 
KC .Y is a 
THEOREar 9. Let SE domf n K be a point of co?rtinuitv forf. S’uppose that .\’ 
is admissible for (P) and g is regular at x’. Then R is optimnl if rind onlv if _ . 
s -i .v > 0 and .4x + g(a) < 0 itrlplj f’@, .v) ;> 0. (5.9j 
(Here .-I is the opuator which appears in Definition 3.) 
Proof. Suppose that .r is optimal. Let A E .\- be such that s + s 2 0 and 
.-is + g(c) C; 0. From the regularity ofg at .\: it follows there exists 4: [0, I] 4 K 
such that conditions (a), (b), (c), and (dj of Definition 3 hold. Conditions (b) 
and (c) imply that a+(t) is admissible for all t E [0, I], so that 
f W)) z f(5) for all t E [0, 11. 
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From (d) it follows that 4(t) = 4(O) + l+‘(O) + tz(t) = .U + /A-r.\: + tz(t), with 
lim r-s+ z(t) = 0. The preceding lemma and the above inequality imply 
0 5; hs+(.j( v + f,\-1.~ + k(tj) - j(x))$ =j’(a, ,\-l.q = ,I-‘f’@, x), 
so that j’(.i, s) 0. 
C’onversely, suppose that -V is an admissible solution and (5.9) holds. Let 
\ ‘-: 0 and g(s) ‘._ 0. Since .4 E ?g(.Q we have 
.4(-v - .T) + g(S) <: g(s) < 0. 
\\‘e also ha\-e (s - .cj + J /; 0. so that according to (5.9) j’(%, .x - S) 3: 0. 
But j’(s, y - .\:) .:‘: j(y) - j(v) f or all J E -Y, so that j(vj ,.::j(v). Thus .V is an 
optimal solution. 
Repark IO. Condition (5.9) also writes as 
s ,: --s, (--4)s > g(f) imply j’(.V, x) > 0. (5.10) 
THEOREM 10. Let j be continuous at SE dom f fl k’. Suppose that 3 is admis- 
sible for (I’), g is regular at Y and ( -A4, P, Q, -.t; g(s)) satisfies the closedness 
condition (A). Then P is optimal for (P) ij and onb ;f 
there exist SC & 0, ?‘” ;i? 0, w* E q”(s) such that 
a>* = -.4*-y* + .y” and (g(f), y*) = (.T, .I.*). 
(5.1 I) 
Proof From Theorem 9 and Remark 10, I is optimal if and only if (5.10) 
holds. Inasmuch as Theorem 3 applies, (5. IO) is equivalent to 
there esist *y * ,-‘, 0, v* > 0, < wx E Pj’(S, 0) such that 
f‘!‘+ = --4 * v* ,\ +s* and (g(f), y”) + (4, s’*) 3 0. (5.12) 
Since ?j(~, 0) = 2j(.?) and ; . .I IS an admissible solution, (5.12) is equivalent to 
(5.11). 
COROLLARY 9. Let P = S. Under the assumptions L$ Theorem IO, 2 is optima/ 
if and onlv 27 there exists)‘* > 0 such that 0 E cf(.?) + .4 *v* and (g(f), y*) = 0. 
6. ConrnrEN-rs ON THE CLOSEDNESS CONDITION 
Until now we haw supposed that (AL\) is satisfied. Sometimes it is straight- 
forward to show directly, as in Corollary 5, that (A) holds. Other times we need 
some criteria for establishing this. From Theorem 2 we know that condition (.\) 
is of the form 
.4(K) is closed, (6. I I 
for a suitable continuous linear operator -4: X-t I’ and a closed comes (espe- 
cially cone) KC A-. X, I- are considered locally conves spaces. 
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DEFINITION 4. The cone PC .I- is jinite generated if there exist s, , x2 ,..., 
.\‘,& E P such that P = IX.:‘=, &.v,: A, E R, , i = I. 2 I.... 11;. 
PROPOSITION 3. !f P is finite e g nerated thea .4(P) is closed. 
Proof. If P is finite generated then .4(P) is finite generated. But every 
finite generated cnne is closed. Thus .4(P) is closed. 
DEFINITION 5. The cone PC .\- has compact sole if there esists a nonempt! 
conves compact set .lf C .Y such that 0 9 .lI and P = cone .l/ = ;.\v: ye ,I[, 
A e R,),. .‘I1 is called the sole of P. 
To he observed that a cone with a compact sole is closed. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P C .I- be a corwes cone. P has a compact sole if and on!\ 
P n - P = IO;, i.e., P is pointed, and P is closed and local!v compact. 
This result is known so the proof is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let -4: .I-- I- be a continuous linear operator and Q C 1. 
a closed comex mne. If R(.4) n int Q =f :: then .4 *QO is closed and locall~~ compact. 
Proof. \Ve show that .4 *,QO has a compact sole, and according to Proposition 4 
the conclusion follows. Since int Q + .:‘. taking .\fu F int Q it follows that 
Q -J; is a neighborhood of the origin, so that (Q - \v~,)() is x*-compact (see 
[3]). But 
so that A> = {J” E QO: ( yu ,I*) = I : C (Q - ~a,)0 (C (2”) is conves, w*-compact 
and O+ 111. Non let us show that Q’) = cone 111. Let j,” EQ” -c CO); then 
(y. I -19”) :-., 0, so that -19 r = ( .\‘(I , -v ) ((,-v~, . -v*)-l a~~ “) E cone ?;r. Thus Q” = 
cone Al. 
Now let J” G R(.4) n int Q. Then there esists .V E .Y such that yU = -4.~ E 
int 0. Obviously -4*Q) = .4*(cone Air) = cone .4 “(ill). Since --I* is continuous 
from 1.” to .YK endowed with the w “-topologies and ,1-f is wr-compact, it follows 
that .-J*Jl~ is x*-compact. It only remains to show that 0 $ .4 *Fl7. Suppose that 
)s* E :\I is such that .4*v” = 0. Then we get the contradiction 0 = (.F. .4 “>v*) = 
(=lS, -\*“) = (?‘” , -\’ ‘) = I . 
Remark 1 I. Aubrin [I] stated the following result. Lrt PC S be a closed 
conz’ex cone. Then int P c :J (relatizye to ,\tackey topology) if and on!rg if PO has 
compact sole. 
COROLL.ART IO. .4: S --+ Iv be a continuous litlear operator awl Q C I- a 
closed co?we.v co?le. [/’ (.I#(, + int Q) n R(.4) + ,Z then the sets {((F~ ,F”), -4*~“): 
y* E 0”;. and I( -( J” . J’ “), -4 *J *)): J’ * E 0”) are closed and locai!v compact. 
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Proof Let T: R x X-t 2’ he given by T(p, x) = pal,, + .-1x. The hype- 
thesis made implies that R(T) n int Q + G so that, according to Proposition 5, 
T*Q” is closed and locally compact. But T*: I-* -+ R :.: I-* is given by T*y* = 
NJ” ’ y*), -4”~“) so that {((Jv” ,F*), .-I*J~*):J~” ~00) is closed and locally 
compact. Now taking T: R x T - I’ is definite hy T(p, s) = -p-v0 + .4x one 
ohtains that {(-(J,, , J”)- -4”~‘“): j** cQ’): is closed and locall!- compact. 
LEnrnL~ 6. Let .V be n separated topological linear space and .vO C .v (I closed 
linear space. Then 
(a) .for ezwy b C .\-/.rmO one has cl b = P(cl P-‘(d)), 
(b) for every S C .l- one has that P(S) is closed if and ot+ if S + -I-,, is 
closed. where P: A- + ,Y/,I-,, is the projection mapping. 
Proof. The quotient space -Y/Aw,;, , whose elements are the classes of equi- 
valence modulo AsO , is endowed with the topology 
T = 1 D C -‘i/-Y,,: P-l(z)) is open in .V;. (6.2) 
(a) Lvt b C S/-C. Since P is continuous, from the inclusion B C cl I), 
it follows that cl P-l(D) C P-‘(cl D). so that 
D c P(cl P-‘(D)) C P(P-yci d)) = cl D. 
Thus, it is sufficient to show that P(cl Pm’(a)) is closed. For this obser\,e that if 
s E cl P-l(d) then s + -YO C cl P-l(d). Indeed, ifs E cl P-*(D) and u” E -I-,, , then 
for every neighhorhood I’of the origin one has (x + 1.) n P-l(o) 4 .:’ . so that 
(X + U” -t I-) n (2 + P-l(d)) = (S + 3 T 1.) n P-‘(D) = .:’ . Thus .V A CE 
cl P-‘(D), as claimed. This implies that 
cl P-Q) = P-‘(P(cl P-‘(Q)). (6.3) 
Inasmuch as for a function j: E 4F and BC E one has that ,f-‘(j‘(B)) = B 
if and onI!- if,f(E x B) =j(E) -j(B). from (6.3) it results that 
P(.\- N cl P-Q)) = .I-/.\-@ x P(cl P-l(D)). (6.4) 
Since the mapping P is open (if DC .Y is open then P-l(P(Dj) = D + SO = 
u,.E,\.O (.v + D) is open, so that P(D) E 7) and .Y x cl P-l(D) is open. so is 
-\-“I-,, - P(cl P-‘(D)). Thus P(cl P-l(D)) is closed. as claimed. 
(h) Let D C S. If P(D) is closed, since P is continuous, then P-‘(P(D)) = 
D + ,\;, is closed. If D + -\6 is closed, from (a) we have that 
cl P(D) = P(cl P-‘( P( D))) = P(cl(D + A-,,)) = P( D + a\;,) = P(D), 
i.e., P(D) is closed. 
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Tmomnr I 1. Lef .Y and I. be Frkhet spaces and .4: .Y - 1. be a continuous 
linear operator with closed range. Then 
(a) .for e2’er-v .S C S one has that cl .4(S) = .l(cl(S’ + l\‘(=l))), 
(b) for ez,er! S C .Y one has that .4(S) is closed Kf and on!\1 q S + .V(.4) is 
cloself .
Proof. Since .I- is a Frechet space and L\r(.4) is a closed linear subspace, .-I 
being continuous. it follows that .Y/ilN(.4) ‘. 13 a Frechet space. \Ve also have that 
R(.4) is a Frechet space since so is I* and R(.4) is closed. Now let -4: .Y/:V(.4) --) 
R(.4) be given by -4.t = 4.’ x. where 1 is the class of equivalence of .v (.? = P.Y. 
P being the projection mapping). It is known that .I is linear, one-to-one and 
onto. .I is also continuous. Indeed, if D C R(.4) is open then so is .4-‘(D), and 
since P is open it follows that -$-l(D) = P(.4-l(D)) is open. Consequently, the 
“open mappings principle” applies, so that -4 is open. Because .4 is one-to-one, 
-4-r exists and it is continuous. Thus -4’ is an isomorphism between -I-!;V(.4) 
and R(.4). 
(a) Let SC .C Taking into account that .4(S) = .q(P(S)) and .4 is an 
isomorphism. we have, via Lemma 6, that 
cl .4(S) = cl .J(P(S)) = .I(cl P(S)) = .J(P(cl P-l(P(S)))) = .4(cl(S + Ay.4))). 
(b) Let .S11c .I-. If .4(S) is closed then .I-r(.4(S)) = S t ,V(.4) is closed. 
If S + 1V(.4) is closed then, according to (a), we have 
cl .4(&S) = .4(cl(.S + N(.4)) z .4(&S + ,V(.4)) = .4(.Sj, 
so that .4(S) is clcwd. 
Remark 12. Theorem I l(b) was obtained by R. Holmes under more 
restrictive conditions. From Ref. [I71 it seems that he gave it in more variants;. 
one of them assuming that .I-. 1. are Banach spaces, R(.4) is chxed, and :Vr.4) 
is finite dimensional or S is uniformly rotund. 
Consider once again condition (A). It is eas!’ to shot\. that (.A) holds for (,-4, P. 
0, .q) . y,,) if and only if it holds for (-4. P, Q, 0. .\sU - .4x,), so that we consider 
so = 0. (\l’e remark that in Sections 2 and 3 we cannot take x,) = 0 replacing I 
by .Y + x0 since j does not keep its sublinearity.) Because x0 = 0 condition (.A) 
writes as 
R,. 6’ PO - {((SO. y”), --.4 xjp*): ~8” E (2”) is closed, (6.Sj 
it is natural to apply the following theorem due to Dieudonnc [4]. 
THEOREM 13. Let .Il, ,V be two nonempty closed convex sets of a separated 
topological liriear space. If C,, n C , = lOi. muf at least one of -II, N is lorall~\~ 
compact then JI - S is closed. 
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Here C,, denotes the asymptotic cone of AZ which is given b! 
where a E JI. C,,, does not depend of the choice of a E .I/. 
In the sequel P and 0 are closed convex cones, and we focus our attention 
on problems (P,) and (D,) of Section 3 with x,, = 0. 
In \riew of Theorem 12 we consider the cone 
A-, = R, ,.: P” n [((.I’,, ,jq”). --.-l*v*): \‘* ~01’:. - _ 
(7, .v*) E K,, if and only if 7 ‘3. 0, s* E PO and there esists J#* E Q” such that 
I = ( yu , -v*) and .-J *vr + s* = 0. From that we obtain that 
E;, = {((y. ,)I*), .P): SC E PO,y” EQ”. -4*y* + s* = 0, (j’,, ,j,“) 3 0). (6.7) 
Note that problem (P,) (with s,) = 0) has admissible solutions if and only if 
(~1~ + Q) n .-I(P) ; 5, (63) 
i.e., there exist %E P and y E Q such that ~1,) + .\5 = .-l.r. If s* E PO and J’* EQO 
are such that --limp* + A * = 0, then 
(y. ,y*) = (.?I.?--,?I*) = (.-lS.j~“) - (y,y*) = (31, A*:*) - (J,F*) 
= -(.c, .I.+) - (T, F*). (6.9) 
If (6.8) holds, from (6.9) it follows that (T, X) E K. implies 7 = 0. Thus, if 
(T, X) E k’, with 7 > 0 then (P,) is not feasible. In this case (DJ is either feasible 
and unbounded or it is not feasible. In the following proposition and its corollary 
S, ‘I’ are locally convex spaces. 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that (6.8) holds. If one qf the following conditions 
()I0 + int 0) n .4(P) G ‘.:’ 1 (6.10) 
(y, + 0) n .J(int P) G 2. (6.11) 
---Jo 4 (3 and the equation -4 ‘J* ’ + s* = 0, s 1; E int PO, -v* EQ” 
has solutions, (6. I I) 
the equation .-lx = .\‘,) , s E P does not have solutions and 
the equation .4*-v* + sr = 0, .-c* E PO, J’” E intQO has solutions 
(6.13) 
holds, then k; = ((0, O)).. 
Here the interiors are taken in the RIackey topologies of the corresponding 
spaces. 
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Proof. Let (( jqo . J’ “), s “) E h-, - {CO, 0):. Since (6.8) holds, it follows that 
there erist .r E P and f E Q such that .4? = J’,, + ?;. From (6.9) it follows that 
(-v. s-l-*) = 0, so that \.‘. = 0. Thus I.* == 0. 
If (6.10) holds then one can take -V t int Q and. if (6.1 I) holds one can take 
.\:g int P which together with s” = 0 and jv” F 0 yield the contradiction 
0 = (?‘,, , J’ “) = -(,.\:. .I “) - ( y, j’ ‘,) CL- 0. 
One obtains the same contradiction if (6.12) or (6.13) holds, because .V f 0 and 
s’ E int PO or F F 0 and ?” E int 0”. respectively. Thus K,, = {(O, 0)). 
C:OR~LLARI- 1 I. Jf (6.10) holds then condition (=Zj is sntisfied. Condition (.A) 
is also satisfied if (6. I 1) holds and {(( >vo . J’ * j. - -4 * \I a ) : _ 1’ * E go! is closed. _ 
Proof. If (6.10) holds then, according to Corollary 10, (((F(, ~ jm*), --.4 *J”): 
J’ E QO) is closed and locally compact. From Proposition 6 one has that 
R, Y PO n (((y,, . >v*), -.4;r\‘*): ~9”’ gQQ”l = {(O, 0)‘:. But R, s’ PO is closed. so 
that, applying Theorem 12. (X) is satisfied. If (6. I I ) is satisfied then from C’orol- 
tar!- 10 it follows that R, P” is closed and locally compact. and from Proposi- 
tion 6. one has R, P0 n I((!;, , J-* j. --.4 *js *: j-” e Q”: = f(0, 0)). Since. b!- 
hypothesis, :((J;, , ~9” ), - -4 ‘J. ’ : j’ ’ 5 9’1 is closed Theorem 12 applies. so that 
condition (A’) is satisiied. 
The followiy slight qeneralizatinn of Theorem 12. is applicable when K,, is 
a linear subspace. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let .\- be u sepurated topological linear space and JI, S txo 
nonenlpt\p closed comes sets. If C,,, n C,- = A1-,, is a linear subspace and at least 
one of P(.\:) rind P( .II) is Iocal!v compact in S,;.1-,, . P being the projection mapping. 
then JI - .\’ is rlosed. 
Proqf. From the definition of the asymptotic cone we ha\,e that (1 + c’,, C JI 
for ever!. (1 E .I/, so that (7 + .\-,, C .If for every 17 G .lf. or equivalentI! 
.lI + .I-,, C .II; because the con\wse inclusion. is true. we have that 
dl + -I-,, = .I/. In the same manner one has -V. + ,Y =.- .V. From these rela- 
tions and Lemma 6 it follows that P(,11) and P(,\T arc closed. The!- also are 
nonempty and convex. ,‘I1 and ;2’ being so. 
c p,,,,, = n X(P(.lIj - ci) = (I P(A(Jf - a)), where a E dl, 
.I’,.0 .\ 4 
so that 
P-yC,(,,,j = P-1 (0 P(,i(.u - a))) = n P-yP(h(,ll - a))) 
b .” ,\ ‘. 0 
= ,c, (h(Jz - a) + x0) = n ,$I1 - 0) = Cnr . 
.\ .>o 
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from which it results that Cp(,,,, = P(C,,,). Thus 
since 
P(P(C,,,) n P(C.,t)) = P-l(P(C,,U n P-YP(C’,, )) = (C,,, + -i-,;,) n (C’,, + -‘i,) 
= c’,,, n c:, 
from which it follows that P(t’,,) n P(C,) = P(C,,, n C’,,,). 
Thus P(,lI) and !‘(,I? satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 12 so that 
P(M) - P(AJ = P(,lf - .\‘) is closed. Hence, from Lemma 6, it follows that 
,lZ - S + .Yo = (-II + a\-,,) - .\’ = .I/ - S is closed. 
An immediate consequence of the above proposition is the following well- 
known result: Let -VI . -km2 be IWO closed linear subspaces, one of tkem being jnite 
dimmsional. qf a separated topological linear space tlm .\-, + .I-? is rlosed. 
Remark 13. If conditinn 
(B) the set((T - (F,, , 3’ ),.-1*~‘+S’.?“~--u‘):TrR+,~‘:~I-*,s’~P”, 
1’ * E 9): is closed, 
holds, then (.I) is sntistied (uith s,, = 0). 
Indeed. {(T - (-Y”, ?s”), .4*-v” + .v+j: T E R, ~ s E P” Y* E QOj Y 10’; = 
R ‘.: S (0; n;(~ - (I’,, , zv), .d*P + s*, \sc - c*): TF R’,‘..v~E PO, JV* ~00, 
3 ,* g 1 . “) . \\‘e note that condition (B) also writes as 
R+ L’ PO :” p - ;((xo, “*), -..-1’2*, ‘” ): 2 ’ E I-“) is closed, 
which is sometimes more con\,enient to verify, or to impose conditions to 
verify. 
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